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BOARD CHAIR
 LEADERSHIP SETS



These Sets are for leaders wanting excellence in outcomes generated
through creative, exceptional and immersive experiences. Those who
are willing to challenge the status quo to respond to ever-changing and
dynamic environments. Our Sets are founded on the core principles of
trust, a strong ethical compass and bespoke service. 

We understand that the Board environment is continually evolving and
the greatest skill of a Board Chair is achieved by courage in leadership.
We support those who do things differently, who achieve the
unexpected, who create and develop fertile ground for new and
innovative outcomes to inspire, empower and influence the future.

Board Chair Leadership Set enables you to realise your potential, to
craft an impactful presence as a Board Chair. Our Sets have built a
powerful network of leaders creating networking opportunities as well
as building and maintaining authentic connections.

BOARD CHAIR LEADERSHIP SETS
ACTIVATE YOUR BOARD POTENTIAL 

OUR SETS CREATE EXCEPTIONAL LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCES, SYSTEMS AND
NETWORKS ACROSS AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 

Taking action means being able to reflect on limiting beliefs and
behaviours and to take action necessary to step into your new identity
as a highly competent, impactful and deeply conscious leader. 

“ I gained a lot of insights into dealing with political and
government issues as a Chair”



Board Chair Leadership Sets are immersive and challenging. They all
achieve lasting impact. A group of learned peers with leadership and
direct industry experience provide their insights gained through
lived experience.  Our Sets give you the tools to form insights of your
own. Every Set experience is different depending on the
environment. We help you develop a foundation to succeed
wherever you are. 

WHAT IS A BOARD CHAIR
LEADERSHIP SET?

Each Set enables deep engagement and connection in thought-
provoking conversations during a working dinner. Your network
is an excellent source of new perspectives and ideas. Exchanging
information on challenges, experiences and goals is a key benefit
of our Sets allowing you to gain new insights.

Curated Networks
HG Sets are carefully curated, bringing together diverse
members from Australia and New Zealand who hold Board Chair
positions. We understand the sensitivities and nuances of
diverse networks and bring together exceptional leaders.

We offer three meetings each year in different locations where
we explore system reform, governance and key criteria to
strengthen board chair performance. Gain the conscious
leadership tools to deliver meaningful results, with a deep self-
awareness at the core of every decision.

System Leadership

Networking Dinner and Keynote Speaker

Experienced Facilitation

Each Set is guided by an expert facilitator who brings extensive
governance experience to enable you to construct a personal
leadership narrative for actionable goals. Expect to be
challenged. Expect to be transformed. Expect to step into your
humble power with clarity; be the strategic-thinking and deeply
conscious world-class leader you need to be.



“THE SET RENERGISES MY THINKING AS
A CHAIR AND ALLOWS ME TO SPEND
VALUABLE TIME WITH LIKE-MINDED

PEOPLE” 

“I NO LONGER FEEL ISOLATED IN MY
ROLE AS A CHAIR - I FEEL VERY

AFFIRMED” 

“I WAS AMAZED AT THE COMMONALITY
OF ISSUES BUT VERY DIVERSE WAYS

TO SOLVE THEM” 

Draw on the collective wisdom of
talented leaders with diverse
backgrounds from across Australia and
New Zealand public health systems to
test your thinking and elevate thought
leadership.

BENEFITS OF BOARD CHAIR 
LEADERSHIP SETS

PERSONAL BOARDROOM OF ADVISORS

LATEST SYSTEM INTELLIGENCE

Connect with emerging knowledge
from different systems, throughout
Australia and New Zealand. Stay at the
forefront of system intelligence and be
ready for change. When executives
lead from a place of greater awareness,
it allows them to move beyond
reacting to daily stressors and
interruptions and focus on what is truly
important. 

Connect with other Board Chairs by
building a network of HG members
who will support your success and
accelerate impactful results.

POWERFUL NETWORK OF SUPPORT 

“I’M A COMMITTED LEARNING SET MEMBER, AND HAVE BENEFITED ENORMOUSLY FROM THIS UNIQUE
APPROACH TO ‘LEARNING FROM ACTION’. I VALUE THE OPPORTUNITIES TO SHARE REAL PROBLEMS WITH A
GROUP OF KNOWLEDGEABLE COLLEAGUES WHO BRING INSIGHT AND KNOWLEDGE TO BEAR, BUT ARE NOT

DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN MY SETTING.
 

JUDITH DWYER AM
CHAIR AND DEPUTY CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF CANCER COUNCIL SOUTH AUSTRALIA

DIRECTOR OF THE CENTRAL ADELAIDE LOCAL HEALTH NETWORK - CHAIR OF THE PEOPLE AND CULTURE
COMMITTEE

https://www.bizjournals.com/philadelphia/blog/guest-comment/2014/08/what-is-conscious-leadership-and-why-is-it-crucial.html


BENEFITS OF BOARD CHAIR 
LEADERSHIP SETS

THE SCALE, SCOPE AND RESPONSES REQUIRED FROM  HEALTH BOARDS  WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY GOVERNING
THROUGH SYSTEM REFORM, BUDGET CHALLENGES, COMMUNITY EXPECTATIONS, MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE

DELIVERY AND WORKFORCE READINESS IS UNPRECEDENTED.
 

BOARD CHAIR LEADERSHIP SETS ARE OUTSTANDING. YOU WILL CONFIDENTIALLY DISCUSS KEY GOVERNANCE
AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES WITH CROSS-JURISDICTIONAL PEER NETWORKS. THESE FORUMS ARE

ESSENTIAL IN MY ROLES AS A SYSTEM LEADER AND BOARD CHAIR.
 

JIM BIRCH AM
CHAIR, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL SA

CHAIR, AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS LIFEBLOOD

ACCESS EXECUTIVE COACHING 

You will check in between Sets to maintain momentum and ensure you deliver
change. This allows meaningful outcomes to be generated from a place of
authenticity, where decisions are intuitive and come naturally. We support the
creation of lasting and sustainable change that sets you in the right direction.

STRATEGY FOR ACTION

The Board Chair Set process provides an opportunity for collaborative problem-
solving. It creates a collaborative framework to deepen self-awareness and
further develop the skills of communication, collaboration and influencing for
Board Chairs. 

"In my view, Learning Sets are the most valuable leadership and/or
management intervention and investment that Board Chairs and

Deputy Chairs can make to ensure continued success and growth in
these roles."

DR JEFF HARMER AO
Fellow of the Australian Institute of Management

Fellow of the Institute of Public Administration Australia
Fellow of the Australia and New Zealand School of Government



ANNE SKIPPER AM
B O A R D  L E A D E R S H I P  S E T  F A C I L I T A T O R

ANNE'S CAREER

Ensuring governance models are 'fit for purpose'.
Improving the dynamics between board directors and executive
management.
How boards work more effectively and 'add value'
How boards can not only answer questions but question answers.

Anne is a nurse, entrepreneur, businesswoman, mentor, company
director, governance consultant, and campaigner for the rights of
women and children. She has broad governance experience and a
deep understanding of health and human services, leading some of
the largest government and private sector providers as a non-
executive director. 

Anne was a facilitator with the AICD organisations for 15 years, she
delivered programs nationally and internationally on the topics of:
corporate governance, strategy and risk, culture of effective boards
and board dynamics in decision making. 

Anne has expertise in:

Anne recognises the challenges faced by those leading large complex
systems, particularly during the global pandemic. She recognises the
value and opportunity that can be born when the dynamics of an
organisation find the balance between productive tension and shared
ambition. 

Anne is deeply driven with a desire to help people stemming from her
original profession of nursing. Her career has morphed into public
relations, governance, and consultancy.

Anne founded The Teleran Group, a highly successful leadership 
 development business for women across the globe. She was a Director
at Plan International(United Kingdom), which focuses on alleviating
child poverty in 41 developing countries through education, health and
life skills.

Anne has a unique and diverse combination of skills and experiences
that underpins her national and international profile. In 2000 she was
conferred as a Member of the Order of Australia for community service.

CURRENT BOARD ROLES

Chair, Silver Chain Group
Director, People's Choice Credit
Union
Director, International Centre for
Modern Ageing

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Over 35 years of experience as a chair
and board director of government,
not-for-profit and private sector
boards, across areas, including but not
limited to, health, aged and disability,
community and social services,
financial services, and education.

As a director and facilitator for the
Australian Institute of Company
Directors, Anne has delivered
governance training both nationally
and internationally.

PAST BOARD ROLES

Chair Plan International (2002-2010)
Deputy Chair, South Australian Tourism
Commission (2002-2012)
Director Central Adelaide Hills
Medicare Local (2014-2017)
Director Tonkin Consulting (2015-2017)
Director Qantas Foundation (2011-2015)
Chair, Board of Directors, North West
Adelaide Heath Service (1998-2002)
Councilor University of South Australia
(2005-2009)
Director Cancer Council SA (2000-
2006)
Commissioner, Development
Assessment Commission (1996-2004)
Chair, Relationships SA
Chair, Spastic Centre of SA
Vice President, Cerebral Palsy
Association of Australia
Chair, International Year of the Family
in 1994
Council member, Anglicare SA
Chair Children's Interest Bureau

YOUR FACILITATOR



BOARD CHAIR  LEADERSHIP SET FEES

ITEM 

*Note: All other costs such us; travel, accommodation and other
meal expenses are not included.

Fees are invoiced annually in advance and include:

HG is a market leader in executive leadership and governance
solutions. For over three decades we have built an extraordinary
reputation with Australia’s most ambitious Boards and Executives. 

HG is a go-to trusted advisor for some of Australia’s most impactful
leaders respected for our ability to get to the heart of the issues that
matter the most to our members.

We have an uncompromising focus on quality, progress and
accountability, combined with a reputation for delivering outcomes
and identifying where true opportunity lies. 

THE HG VALUE PROPOSITION

HG Facilitation

Coordination of meeting and
venue by a dedicated experienced
HG Set Coordinator

Arrival, lunch, morning
and afternoon tea

One to one consultation with
the Set Facilitator

AU $10,450 + GSTAnnual Membership Fee 

As required

3x one-day meeting 

INCLUSIONS

Networking Dinner



Listen Anne's Interview

Listen to Anne as she discusses the benefits of
Board  Leadership Sets 

WANT TO KNOW MORE

FIND OUT MORE
www.hardygroupintl.com

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
FOLLOW US TODAY

Anne and the HG look forward to working with
you to ensure you maximise the personal and

organisational value.

Jared Hardy
HardyGroup Australia and New Zealand 

M: +61 0 404 856 706
E:  jhardy@hardygroupintl.com 

https://youtu.be/t_rDTs_gmQM
mailto:jhardy@hardygroupintl.com

